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A. (25) Generic Living Tokens

B. (10) Officer Tokens

C. (10) Kid Living Tokens

D. (12) Dog Tokens

E. (70) Aid Cards

F. (55) Reaction Cards

G. (30) Living cards

H. (18) Double-Sided Building Tiles

I. (30) Living Character Standees

J. (20) Limbs

K.(30) Bite Markers

L. (6) Jumbo Character Cards

M. (6) Character standees

N. (1) Chance Die

O. (1) Bite Die

P. (1) Car

Q. (1) Starting Player Token

R. (1) Mayor Token

- (20) Standee Stands

-(1) Double-sided board

-(2) D12 Die

One white, one black.

COMPONENTS

Welcome to Knockemstiff; a cold town that’s about
to get a lot colder. A few days ago, what looked like an
off-colored fog blew through town and started making
some of the inhabitants act a little off. The events that
followed were odd and frightening, but they didn’t
exactly play out like the movies. Murmurs of “the
undead” and “Zombies” seemed to be circulating
among the talkers, but no one really knew what had
gotten into those who had been effected by the fog.
Two things were for sure, they were trying to bite
people, and they definitely weren’t mindless.

In Lonely Undead you play as one infected by the
fog, people have been calling them s. As a new you
are lonely, confused, and are seeking help from friends.
Sadly, your old friends are no more and you must try to
make new ones from the living. But life for a is
different and so this is accomplished by biting them
instead of shaking hands. However, accomplishing
goals in the life of a is never easy. For some reason
the Living are not so supportive of your advances.

Do your best to move about town and bite the living.
If you bite a Living successfully, you will infect them,
and gain a new friend! Being the who gains the most
friends makes you a winner! Bite thoughtfully though,
for each only gets to bite the same Living once, and
two bites can kill them. Be careful as well, the town is
on to you. They’re fighting back and the more mayhem
you cause the more they’re willing to defend
themselves.

The progression of the game takes place in two
phases; the Phase and Town Phase. During the
Phase you take a number of actions to accomplish your
goals and discard if needed. Next is the Town Phase in
which each will draw and resolve the Town’s
Reactions. Plan your route, pick your friends carefully,
hold onto your limbs, and go bite some people!

Overview



: Sound Check tests your ability to sneak up on a in an
adjacent . This identifies them and begins engagement.

:
:

Kid Living. If you engage with a or an (Officer),
you’ll draw their card from the top of their respective
piles. A drawn from the Generic Pile could be a or
an . When this happens, swap out the tokens for the
appropriate ones from the supply.

Generic are drawn and revealed from the pile
whenever you engage and sound check a token.:

This is you and all other players!:
Spaces are movement sections in town. No more than
one or Living to a at any time.:
Living are the townsfolk. There are three types of .:

:When you attack your Strength is compared to
Strength.

A is a test that compares your (stealth) to (alertness).
After the , you can then attack!

: If you succeed in your attack, flip the token to its injured
side. It remains on this side until the is either

: infected or killed :

: iting is how you try to make friends and can only occur
on injured iving. For a , roll the ite die and try to hit one
of your #s listed on your character card. If you succeed,
you have them! Take their token off the board and into
your personal pile (new friends!). Make sure to redeem
your reward listed on the bottom of each card.

: Moving is the action you’ll be using to get around town.
How many s you per action is on your Card. 2
means you can move up to 2 s per Action to any
adjacent accessible s. This includes diagonally
and diagonally through the doorways of Buildings:

: Chance Die will be rolled, with its results being applied to
all sound checks and attacks. It’s also used to activate
Dogs and Drive-Thrus. The symbol is an automatic loss.

: Dogs are a Reaction of the town that move in pursuit of
unlucky s. Watch out or you’ll end up losing a Limb!

: Limbs represent your ability to play. Lose all of them and
you are knocked out of the game!

1) PLAYER ACTIONS
During the Phase each player will take their turns performing

four actions. Unless otherwise stated:
- You may choose not to perform all allotted actions.
- You may perform any combination of actions.
- You may perform a single action multiple times.

2) DISCARD
After a has performed all their actions they must discard

down to their hand limit (five standard). You may have any number
of cards in your hand during the game, but must discard down to
your hand limit at the end of each of your turns.

ACTIONS:
A) Move adjacently the allowed amount of spaces.

- Includes diagonally.
B) Draw an Aid card from the Aid pile.
C) Equip one card from your hand.

- “Free” cards do not cost an Action to play.
D) Sound Check a Living (begins engagement).
E) Attack a Living.
F) Bite a Living.

For detailed descriptions refer to the “Actions” section.

PHASE

By infecting seven Living!
If any gets seven Living tokens into their Infected pile, the

game immediately ends and they win!

By being the last limping.
s might lose their Limbs as a consequence of their actions. If

they lose all their Limbs, they’re out of the game (See “The :
Limbs”). If at any time there is only one with Limbs remaining,
the game immediately ends and they win!

1) DOGS ACTIVATE
After all player turns, any s with Dogs pursuing them will

activate them. (See “Reactions: Dogs”)

2) DRAW REACTIONS
After all Dog activations have been resolved, each will draw

a Reaction card from the Reaction pile and follow its instructions.
Each Reaction will be drawn and resolved before the next in player
order. After all Reactions have been resolved, move the first player
marker to the left (3-4 s) and begin the next Phase.

NOW GO BITE SOME PEOPLE!

TOWN PHASE

YOU WIN!

(with gameplay instruction)
SYMBOLS

HOW TO PLAYSETUP
Use the image below for reference. This is the “Standard” setup and considered. For other mode set-up instructions see “More Friends!”

- Unfold and layout the game board with the buildings as shown.

- The person who has most recently had the most serious
infection will be the first . Turn order is clockwise.

- Place any Tokens (See “Symbols”) as called for in all buildings
that have a “place with” on them. The first player may place those
tokens on any spaces they choose within those buildings.

- Place the Mayor in their room in the Mayor’s Mansion. Pool up all
remaining tokens and set aside within reach of the board.

- Pull out all Officer and Kid Living cards into their own piles.

- Pull out and set aside the Mayor Living card face up.

The Mayor card may be
placed somewhere where
everyone can have access

to it.

- Shuffle two random Officer cards and two random Kid Living
cards into the Living pile. Shuffle the Living pile.

- Shuffle the Officer and Kid Living piles respectively and place
them in their designated slots North of town.

- Shuffle the Generic Living, Reaction, and Aid piles separately
and place them next to the board.

- Remove the odd numbered Death Toll cards from their pile.
Arrange the remaining Death Toll cards in order and place face
down so the first card drawn is the lowest (#2). Set pile aside.

Spawn the Living: (Competitive mode only)
Roll the two D12 and use the numbered grid on the board to
spawn one Generic Living token per player (See “Symbols”).

- The white D12 will be the
East/West number and the
black will be North/South.
The following spawning rules
are always applied.
• Only one Living to a

space.
• Living must spawn in an

accessible space.
• Living may not spawn in

the Mayor’s Mansion.
• Living may never be in
Dead Center. Always re-
roll spawn if the above
conditions are not met.

- Choose or randomize your
character selection.

- Deal each two Aid from
the Aid pile, and four Limbs.

- Place your in any
remaining space in Dead
Center, in reverse player turn
order.

- You’re all set up. Start in
your first Phase!



In this example our has a stealth of 2 and our iving an
alertness of 1. immediately rolled the chance die after revealing
the iving and rolled a -2. The now has 0 stealth and loses the
sound check. As a consequence, can not move again this turn.
The uses their next action to go ahead and attack the iving.

CARD CARDD: s (SOUND CHECKS)
When you a iving, draw and reveal the top card from their

pile. Place it face up to the right of your card. Hold onto the card
until someone else engages it, it is infected, or the iving is

removed to the Death Toll.

- You may not perform any other action after revealing the iving.
Unless otherwise specified, immediately roll chance die. Apply the
result to your (stealth). If your is then greater than or equal to
your opponent’s (alertness), you have won the sound check.

Success: Perform an attack action, OR perform any other
action (besides iting) if you have any left.

Failure: Suffer fail consequences. Then you may perform
another action, besides iting, if you have any left.

- Once you have sound checked a iving, you never have again
for that iving.

- A must be performed on a iving before you can attack them
even if another has already that iving.

-You do not have to win a sound check on a iving to attack them.

Our attacking has a strength of 1 and our iving
has a strength of 2. rolls the chance die and

reveals a 1. The now has a strength of 2 and ties
on the attack which counts as a win. The iving is
now injured and its token is flipped over. The

uses their next action to ite the iving.

CARD CARD E: ATTACKING
Can only occur on iving that you have previously sound checked.

Attack success: Perform a ite action, OR perform any other
action if you have any left.

- Anytime a iving is successfully attacked, its token is flipped to
reveal its injured side.

Attack failure: Suffer fail consequences. Then you may take an
action if you have any left. You may attack again, but
consequences happen at every failure.

If the attacking moves from a space that’s adjacent to the iving,
they disengage. They hold onto the iving card and place its

standee onto its token. The next who engages this iving will
take that iving’s card.

CARD Our itting has the ite numbers ( #s) 3-
5. rolls the ite die and reveals a 4, which is
one of their numbers! The has successfully
infected the iving and takes its token off the
board and into their personal friend pile. The

then immediately applies the
infection award if applicable. The
reward is listed in gold text at the
bottom of the iving’s card.

A iving may not be itten more than twice.

- If a iving is itten twice without infection, its card and standee
are discarded and its token is immediately placed on the Death
Toll in the lowest available spot. (See,“Death Toll”)

F: ITING
Can only occur on an injured . Includes you didn’t injure.

Roll the six-sided ite die to try to roll one of your #s.

ite success: The iving is infected. Nice! Place them into your
personal infected friends pile.

ite failure: Sad day. No consequence. If it is the first ite on that
iving, hold onto their card, place its standee on its token, and put
one of your ite markers on the standee.

- Another may now attempt to ite that injured iving
without having to perform a sound check or an attack.

A may not ite the same iving more than once.

ACTIONS CONT’D

A: MOVEMENT
Includes diagonal movement

- No more than one or to a space at any time.

- may not move through a space containing a or another .
- and may move through injured iving.

- Nothing can move through walls or outside of the town border.

What is an adjacent and accessible space?
In the example all arrows lead to adjacent spaces. The red arrows
lead to spaces that are inaccessible. The large red arrow goes to
a space where corners of buildings come together. This blocks all

movement and interactions between those spaces.

CARDCARD SOUND CHECKS ( s), ATTACKS, & ITES
Happen only on that are in an accessible space adjacent to you.

- s compare your stealth ( ) to the ’s alertness ( ).

- Attacks compare strength ( ) to the ’s strength ( ).

For both s and attacks, you will roll the chance die and apply
the result to your attribute for that test. If your attribute is then
greater than or equal to your opponent, you have won that test.

wins any ties when resolving chance die rolls.
Rolling means you automatically fail the test.

Fail consequences happen after each failed attempt.

- iting: Determines infection by you rolling the ite die.

B/C: DRAWING AND EQUIPPING AID
Aid goes in the player’s hand. There is a five card hand limit.

- Equipping Aid costs an action unless it’s labeled as “Free”.

- When equipping Aid, place it face up above your card.
- There is no limit to equipped cards.

- Directly follow the text on “Free” cards to determine when it is
applicable to play them.

- Aid effects apply at all times after being equipped. Some cards
might be one-time use or can only be played at certain times.

- If a card has a discard effect, you must equip it before that effect
can be activated. Discarding for effect does not cost an action.
You may not discard Aid unless using it for effect or you are

directed to discard as an effect.

See “The Aid” for more information.

Actions may be taken in any permissible order. You may take an action multiple times in a single turn. You may use a Bite Marker on your
Action Tracker on the corners of your character card to help keep track of spent actions.

ACTIONS



REACTIONS AND DEATH
Reactions apply to who drew them unless otherwise stated.

- Immediately resume play after all Reactions have been resolved.

- “Hold” Reactions are secret, go into your hand, and count
towards your hand limit.“Reveal” Reactions are shown and
resolved immediately.

OGS ( )
When a og Reaction is drawn, place its matching og token in

the Dog Park. Then, immediately roll the chance die for
activation*. This will be repeated at the beginning of each Town
Phase before drawing Reactions. *Some ogs always move a
set amount and will have the chance die rolled for activation.

- ogs pursue the (“owner”) who drew them.

- ogs always move along the shortest path towards their
activation and may travel through buildings, *, or other ogs.

- ogs may occupy the same space as any other * or og.
- No limit to number of ogs per space.

- Anytime a and og enter the same space, the og attacks. If
it attacks a , Then suffer “attack” on its card.

- Discard the og token and card after any attack.
- Place the token on the Death Toll if it is hit by a car.

- may only have three ogs at one time. They may disregard a
og Reaction card if they already have three active.

*If a og is moved by any method other than its activation into
a space containing a iving, it attacks.

This can be accomplished with certain card effects.
- A iving that has been og attacked becomes Injured.
- An injured that is og attacked is added to the Death Toll.

CARS AND DRIVE-THRUS ( )
When you draw a Drive-Thru Reaction, Immediately roll the

chance die to determine the direction the car will travel. Cars travel
in the right lane from their direction. Drive-Thrus can not be
interrupted or canceled after the chance die has been rolled.

- If a og or an injured iving is hit by a car, it is added to the
Death Toll regardless of the car’s instruction.

DEATH TOLL
Not being good at making friends has its consequences. People

are dying in the streets and the town is not happy.

When a fills an even numbered spot on the Death Toll they
immediately draw the top (corresponding) card from the Death

Toll pile. Read the card aloud and follow its instructions.

These effects only apply to the who caused the spot to be filled
unless playing co-op. (See “More Friends”)

Note: Cards are only drawn for even numbers with the standard
setup and normal difficulty.

- If an Aid is not “Free”,
than you must use an
Action to equip it
before use.

- Discarding equipped
Aid for effect does not
cost an Action. You
may equip an Aid and
immediately discard
for a discard effect.

- You may not discard
Aid unless using it
for effect or you are
directed to discard it
as an effect.

- Card effects can not be interrupted unless stated otherwise.
- Example: “Cancel any Event”.

- Aid and Aid effects stay in play unless otherwise specified. Some
cards are one-time use or can only be used at certain times.

- “Free” cards may only be played at anytime applicable as defined
by the text on that card.

AID

Title
Type

It will state
here if the Aid
is “Free”.

Aid must be
equipped

before using
the discard
function.

Rogue
Bone

Function
Discard
Function

THE BACK ALLEY
The Back Alley is a special location in Town.

Each is allowed to infect the injured iving from the Back Alley
once per game. All rules apply with these amendments:

- You do not reveal the iving from the deck and there is no
infection reward beyond a new friend.

- The Back Alley always contains an injured iving unless all
players have infected one from within. Replace it with generic
tokens from supply upon infection or death. Death of the iving
within is possible from two failed ites or a og attack.

- If a fails a ite on the iving within, they may return to ite
Again later, but only if the injured iving has been replaced.

LIMBS AND BEING KNOCKED OUT
A who loses all its Limbs is knocked out of the game.

- A may have up to five Limbs max.

When a is knocked out (competitive 3-4 players):
- Raid the body! Each will take a single equipped card from the
knocked out into their hand. This is done in ascending order
starting with whoever has the least amount of infected friends.
Ties won by who then has the least amount of cards in hand.

- Place all their infected friends tokens back into the supply.
- Sort and place all their cards into the discard piles.
- Discard any ogs they had in pursuit.
- Resume play.

REFERENCE GUIDE

TOGETHER FRIEND FINDERS: 2-4 S
Cooperate with your fellow s to make all the friends!

Follow the standard setup with the following changes:
- No additional iving are spawned as part of set-up.
- Start only with iving already placed in set-up.

- Place 8 iving Tokens in your game supply.
- Place all other generic iving tokens back in box.

- These are not a part of your supply.

All prior rules apply for game play with the following changes:
- Effects from the Death Toll are fulfilled and resolved by each
on the team, in order, starting with whoever filled the spot.

- Each new friend belongs to the whole team of s.

- s do not have to a iving that has already been by a
teammate. Each counts for the whole team.

- You may not tell your teammates what you have to help them, but
playing in character is encouraged!

You win: If you collectively infect 15 new friends!

You Lose: The game ends ends if any of the following occurs.
- If a generic must be spawned and none are left in the supply.
- If there are five ogs in town and a 6th is drawn as a Reaction.
- If any member of the team loses all their Limbs.
- If the 10th spot on the Death Toll is filled.

This is outlines the the normal difficulty level for a co-op game.

SOLO FRIEND SEEKER: 1 LONELY
Don’t have any friends yet? Let’s change that!

Follow the standard setup with the following changes:
- No additional iving are spawned as part of set-up.
- Start only with iving already placed in set-up.

- Place 7 iving in your game supply.
- Place all other generic iving tokens back in box.

- These are not a part of your supply.

All prior rules apply for game play with the following changes:
- Anytime you are to draw a Reaction you are to draw one
additional Reaction. Always resolve all in order.

- Ignore any effect that includes another player.

- There is no limit to how many ogs you can have in play.

- You may ite the same iving twice. If not infected with second
ite, remove token to the Death Toll as normal.

You win: If you infect 7 new friends!

You Lose: The game ends if any of the following occurs:
- If a generic must be spawned and none are left in the supply.
- If there are 5 ogs in town and a 6th is drawn as a Reaction.
- If you lose all your Limbs.
- If the 10th spot on the Death Toll is filled.

This is outlines the the normal difficulty level for a solo game.

CO-OP DIFFICULTY LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS
Co-op Easy:
- Start with 9 generic tokens in your supply.
- Remove 2 ogs from Reactions. (Re-shuffle)
- Infect 12 friends collectively to win..
Co-op Hard:
- Start with 6 generic tokens in your supply.
- Add the rest of the Death Toll cards.
- Win when you’ve infected 15 friends.
Co-op Expert:
- Start with 7 generic tokens in your supply.
- Add the rest of the Death Toll cards. Remove #10
and set it aside. Shuffle the remaining to make up
your pile.

- iving may not be itten more than once. Remove
token to Death Toll upon failure of any ite.

- Infect 12 friends collectively to win.

SOLO DIFFICULTY LEVELS ADJUSTMENTS
Solo Easy:
- Start with 8 generic tokens in your supply.
- Remove 3 ogs from Reactions. (Re-shuffle)
- Win when you’ve infected 6 friends.
Solo Hard:
- Start with 6 generic tokens in your supply.
- Add the rest of the Death Toll cards (in order).
- Win when you’ve infected 8 friends.
Solo Expert:
- Start with 7 generic tokens in your supply.
- Add the rest of the Death Toll cards. Remove #10
and set it aside. Shuffle the remaining to make up
your pile.

- iving may not be itten more than once. Remove
token to Death Toll upon failure of any ite.

- Win when you’ve infected 7 friends.

TEAM FRIEND TAKERS: 2-4 S
Work better on a team? Try the standard competitive mode with these different team options!

- Alternate turn order with between teams.
- One turn per per Phase.
- Only one may take actions each turn.

- Turn order within teams may not change.
- A solo may ite the same iving twice.
- First team to infect 10 friends wins.

- Death Toll effects are fulfilled by each on the team that filled the spot in turn order.

- 1v2, 2v2 : Each player controls one .
- 1v2, 1v1v2 : One player controls 2 s.
- 2v2 : Each player controls 2 s.
- 1v3 : One player controls 3 s.

MORE FRIENDS!



SPAWNING AND MOVING IVING
When prompted to roll D12s for spawn:

Use the numbered grid and roll the two D12.
- The white D12 will be the East/West number and the black will
be North/South. The following spawning rules are always
applied. If no tokens remain in supply for a spawn, ignore it.

- Only one iving to a space.
- iving must spawn in an accessible space.
- iving may not spawn in the Mayor’s Mansion unless
otherwise specified.
- iving may never be in Dead Center.

Always re-roll spawn if the above conditions are not met.

Some Aid allows to attract or scare into other spaces. It’s
important to follow all applicable rules with these movements.

- When moving a or towards or away from something, it must
be moved closer or further. You may not move them to a space of
equal distance with these effects.

- If there are multiple applicable spaces that meet the
requirements of the effect, the playing the effect may choose
which space to use.

- iving moved into a with a og, are attacked. This becomes
Injured. If already injured, then they are added to the Death Toll.

- iving may not stop in Dead Center.
- iving may not move through a or other uninjured iving.

ENGAGEMENT AND DISENGAGEMENT
Engaging is interacting with a iving that’s adjacent to you.

- may engage an adjacent iving that’s already engaged with
another . When this happens the engagement (and iving card)
is transferred, and the original is now disengaged.

Disengagement occurs when a moves and is no longer adjacent
to a iving that they were interacting with. If a moves, but is still
adjacent to a iving they are engaged with, they remain engaged.

IVING STANDEES AND ITE MARKERS
The iving standees and ite markers are used to identify and

organize your iving and if they’ve been bitten or not.

Place the corresponding standee on top of its token:
- Upon disengagement of that iving.
- After the first failed ite of a iving (with your ite marker).
You may also find it helpful to place them when a is engaged

with multiple iving at once.

If the injured iving is unrevealed, lay the marker upon the token.

Remember: If you fail the second ite on a iving, discard it and
place its token on the Death Toll. These are recommended uses.
Have fun with the standees and use them at your leisure!

Ben begins his turn in Dead Center and uses his first Action to
move to the space outside the closest Mall doorway.

Since he is now adjacent to some Living he decides he’ll try to
sneak up on one. With his second Action he engages the Generic
Living and performs a (sound check) on them.

- The player will now draw a Generic Living card from its pile and set
it face up to the right of their character card.

Ben now discovers he’s trying to sneak up on an unsuspecting
shopper who has an alertness of one.
- The player rolls the Chance Die revealing a -1, bringing Ben’s stealth
down to 1. Ben successfully sneaks up on the Shopper (ties are a win)
and decides he’ll go ahead and Attack with his third Action.

- The player rolls the chance die for the Attack and reveals a 1, making
Ben’s Strength a 3.
Ben successfully attacks and therefore injures the Shopper (3 to 1).
- The Token is now flipped over to its injured side, making it
vulnerable to ites.

Ben uses his fourth and final Action to ite and rolls the ite Die,
revealing a 3. Success! The Shopper has been infected and Ben has
made a new friend. Ben will immediately draw an Aid, as that is the
reward for successfully infecting the Shopper. Ben’s turn is now over.

- The card is now discarded and its token is taken off the board as it
is now one of the player’s infected friends.

TURN EXAMPLE #1

THE IVING CONT’D
REFERENCE GUIDE CONT’D REFERENCE GUIDE CONT’D

Character Abilities
Abilities listed on character cards do not cost an action* and
apply at all times unless otherwise specified. Below are some

pointers about some of them.

Beth: Medevac - (Medical iving) must be adjacent to Beth.
She may not move them to an inaccessible space. *Costs an
action to use as stated.

Ben: May not hold more than seven cards regardless of additional
effects or modifiers.

Brittney/Billy: The engagement still counts as an Action.

Bertha: Pardon Me - After a successful sound check, Bertha may
move the that she sound checked to an adjacent space of that .
The other space may not contain a or another .

Bob: Pit Stop - May not move more than three spaces per
(move) action (in road) regardless of additional modifiers.
- All movement using this ability must stay in road.

THE

Stealth

Where stuff
goes

Strength

Movement

Special
Abilities

Action Tracker

Action Tracker

Limbs go
here

ite Numbers

THE IVING

Location Bonus

Alertness

Fail:

Attack Fail:

Infection Reward

Strength

Test Fail
Consequences
Apply directly to
engaged

Type
(Medical shown)

IVING TYPES
- : Officers - Those that are stronger often come with greater
reward.

- : Kid Living - Although often weaker, they are not to be
underestimated.

- (Medical Staff) - Always handy in times of crisis.

- Mayor - The Mayor has influence in this town and their identity is
known by all.
- May not be moved by any effect.
- iving removed from Mayor’s reward are put into the supply.

INJURED AND UNREVEALED IVING
iving may become injured from a successful attack, a og attack,

or by being hit by a Car.

- Injured iving that are og attacked, hit by a Car, or itten twice
are removed to the Death Toll.

Injured iving may not be moved (unless stated otherwise).

Injured iving do not require a or an attack for a ite.

- If iting a iving that has been injured through a Drive-Thru or a
og attack, do not draw a iving card. They remain unrevealed.

You receive no reward beyond a new friend.

All iving in play have unknown identities until a reveals one with
a . A iving can become injured or even die without ever being

identified. These are unknown/unrevealed iving.

Infecting ( ) the iving is one of the paths to success. Who you
attack and where you attack them matters, as they could be more
alert or stronger depending on their location. This challenge is

often paired with greater reward beyond just getting a new friend.

AUTO- AND REWARDS
If you auto- an unrevealed iving, you do not receive an infection

reward beyond a new friend.

Infection rewards may be denied unless they state you “must” do
them. You may not fulfill only a portion of the reward. Immediately
follow all directions outlined in the text upon infecting a new friend.



REFERENCE GUIDE CONT’D BUILDING FUNCTIONS AND FAQS
Billy begins his turn outside of a Home doorway with a Kid Living

just inside.

He decides to use his first Action to the Kid. He reveals he’s
trying to sneak up on A Tired Kid (who has bonuses for being at
home). He rolls the Chance Die, revealing an Auto-fail. However, one
of Billy’s abilities is auto-winning s on when he is outside.
Therefore he will ignore the auto-fail and does not suffer the failure.

For his second Action Billy decides to Attack and rolls the Chance
Die revealing another Auto-fail.

- The consequence for failing the Attack on the Tired Kid is that your
turn is now over.

Billy doesn't like this and decides to use his other ability. He
discards an Aid he has equipped and re-rolls the Chance Die revealing
a 2 this time, making his strength 3 and therefore injuring the .

For his third Action Billy goes for the ite, rolls the ite die, and
reveals a 2, which is not one of his #s. The infection is failed and Billy
cannot ite this Living again.

- At this time the corresponding standee for the Tired Kid is placed
upon the injured token along with one of Billy’s ite markers attached
to it.

Billy, sad and defeated, decides to draw an Aid for his last Action in
hopes of getting some help. Billy’s turn is over.

MUTATED MODE
You’re really starting to grow into your self. Time to mutate!
Mutated mode is more involved way to play and can be used in

competitive, co-op, and solo modes.

All other rules apply with these amendments.

BUILDTHETOWN!
As part of set up:

Lay out the board to the side with no buildings on it.
- Pull out and familiarize yourself with the building tiles.
Refer to the “Building Functions” for more details.
- When playing Mutated, building functions must by obeyed.

In turn order, players will place one building at a time until they
decide to not place any more and pass on their placement. When
all s have passed the town is built. Not all buildings have to be
used and you can stop placing at any time.

For the first placement the first may place any building. The
next must place the og Park. After that, any buildings may be
placed in turn order.

- All buildings must be placed inside the town’s border unless
otherwise specified (The og Park).

- The Dog Park must be placed. It may be placed outside of
the town border facing in. Keep this in mind when placing, as no
doorways may be blocked.

- All doorways must be accessible within town.

- Doorways may not be placed against other doorways or town
walls*.

*The Hospital is an exception which must have one of its
doorways against the town border leading out.
- Buildings may be placed in road as long as the road’s entire
pathway remains unbroken for cars to travel through.

For Drive-Thrus, cars will move in right lane from their direction,
going around any buildings in that lane, then returning back to their
lane, and continuing travel until they exit the other end of the road.

MUTATED DRIVE-THRUS

The Card Piles: Anytime a pile runs out, simply shuffle discards
and reform it.

Death Toll: For a more interesting competitive game add more
Death Toll cards. Place them in order or shuffle them for even
more variety. (make sure to take out the #10 if shuffled)

When to add tokens to the Death Toll:
- After a iving has been bitten twice without infection.
- If an injured iving is hit by a car.
- If a card instructs to do so.
- If a og is hit by a car.
- If an injured iving is attacked by a og.

Do the best you can with what you got!
There are going to be times where there might not be a clear
picture of how to interpret an interaction, effect, or rule. With these
occasions we recommend that you just do your best you can
and/or always take the most negative interpretation. As long as
everyone agrees, just have fun with it!

MOVING OR SPAWNING OGS AND IVING
Having multiple spaces applicable :
There will often be times when multiple spaces are applicable
under the directions of effects and activations. When this occurs
the player acting out the effect may decide which space to use as
long as it follows all rules and instructions.

Moving “towards” or “away” must be so:
When resolving an effect that states you may move something

“towards” or “away” you must move them towards or away. You
may not move them into a space that is of equal distance of
where it was before the effect.

ogs attacking iving: If a og moves into a space with a iving
through its Activation it shares the space with them. However, if a
og moves into a space with a iving through any other method,

they will Attack that iving. This can happen through certain card
effects and usage. When a iving is Attacked by a og, they are
injured and the og is discarded. If they are already injured, they
will now be placed on the Death Toll.
The same applies if a iving is moved into a space containing a
og through card effect.
Example: Billy uses an Aid “Fear” card to scare a iving that
panics and runs into a feral og, causing an attack (thematic).

Most buildings have special functions that apply when you are in
them. Make sure to be knowledgeable of these these functions.

All-Shop: If within you may discard a card you have equipped to
draw an Aid into your hand. No Limit.

Bakery: No alternate function.

Bar(s): Auto-wins all on iving within. does not need to
be within the building for this effect.

Church: Upon a successful infection ( ) of a iving within, you
may remove one token from Death Toll to the supply. This must
be the token on the highest numbered spot on the toll. No Limit.

Clothes Store: If a ends their turn alone within, if applicable,
they may take any one “Threads” Aid from the Aid discard pile.
Limit once per per game.

Deli: You may not attack any iving within. Not even from outside.

og Park: May be placed outside the Town boarder facing
inward.

Grab N’ Go: Anytime you draw an Aid while within the Grab N’
Go, you may draw twice as many.

Hardware Store: All iving within get +1 strength.

Home(s): Place with one and one . You may take a free
additional action immediately after you infect ( ) a iving within.
This does not cost as one of your Actions. No Limit

Back Alley: See “Back Alley” in the rules.

Clinic: Must be placed with at least one doorway to the edge of
town.

- If a goes through this doorway out of town they must
discard their current and all cards they have in hand and
equipped. They may pick or randomly select a new , draw 2 Aid,
and begin in Dead Center at the beginning of their next turn. If
they are at two or less limbs, they may also regain one limb.

If an iving goes through this doorway out of town, it is
returned to the supply.

Mall: Places with three generic iving and one fficer. If a
infects two iving without leaving they may choose another
uninjured iving in the Mall and add it to their infected friends pile
without having to , attack, or ite. There is no reward for this
infection.

Mayor’s Mansion: Places with two fficers outside the Mayor’s
Room and the Mayor within. No iving may spawn within. The
Mayor may not be moved from their room unless otherwise
specified.

Hotel: You may not enter and leave the Hotel on same turn.

School: Places with one and one generic iving.

Walls of Buildings:Walls within buildings will not block movement
or a from being adjacent to unless the wall covers the entire
side of a space.


